EOH Cloud Services

Your Cloud
Journey
Communication and
Collaboration

Deliver what
your business needs –
from the Cloud
Accelerated responsiveness to get people
and IP together, even when they are far
away. Get information when you need it,
how you need it – from the cloud.
Our cloud-based communication and collaboration
services improve productivity, accelerate responsiveness
and enable mobility. They connect people, and put people
and IP together, no matter how far away they are from
each other.
These instantly responsive services let everyone access
the information they need from the cloud - when they
need it, where they need it and in the way they need it.
The result is inevitable – your business will be more
flexible and responsive, able to use all the benefits of
cloud communication and collaboration to innovate and
become a more boundaryless business.

EOH Software –
as a Service (SaaS)
Avoid having to purchase, license and maintain
software – we can deliver powerful software
suites through the cloud (like Microsoft R365
and Azure), with costs based on usage.
We offer the big advantage to South African companies
that they can enjoy higher quality access to these
software suites – our cloud optimisation technologies
allow them to perform as if they are being delivered from
local data centres. This gives a seamless user experience
of applications delivered through the cloud.

Communication & Collaboration

•

Eliminate software purchasing, licensing and
maintenance costs

•

Pay as you use

•

Highly scalable, easy to extend

•

Improved business flexibility

EOH SaaS is not only the most cost-effective way to use
enterprise software suites like Microsoft Azure – it also
gives your business the use of a wide range of other
business software. The software you need will always be
available, without you having to buy any yourself.
Your business gets increased flexibility and scalability
from its software. It’s far easier to scale up the number of
users or extend the software than it would be if you had
to install, maintain and integrate it yourself. You thus save
on resource costs as well.
All EOH SaaS solutions integrate perfectly with our
other cloud services, allowing you to easily deliver
them through your Private, Public or Hybrid Cloud
infrastructure, or use them in combination with cloud
collaboration services like EOH Cloud Filr.
They offer a new level of business flexibility and
responsiveness, setting your business free and turning it
into a thoroughly modern, boundaryless organisation.

Given that services and workplaces
are standardised, management is
simplified and costs reduced.

EOH IP Telephony
in the Cloud
Our IP Telephony services offer high-quality
telecommunications, while integrating
with leading-edge technology. We can
help you reach optimal business efficiency
and maximise the value you get for your
telecommunications spend.
These solutions are designed to be the voice backbone of a
forward-looking Unified Communications (UC) platform that
allows companies to use the very latest communication and
collaboration technologies and techniques.
•

Reliable, fixed price per user

•

Free on-net calls across all network service providers

•

No upfront capital outlay

•

Virtual PBX services – no need to buy your own
physical devices

IP Telephony is becoming a part of a larger, extremely
powerful UC environment. We give you a smooth,
interruption-free transition to IP-based communication.
EOH IP Telephony in the Cloud is a fully managed IP
cloud telephony solution. It’s simplicity itself: we host
everything, including all PBX features and functionalities
in our data centre, and you rent everything you need
through the cloud. There’s no need to worry about
physical components, because we use a virtual PBX
instance that runs across a multi-tenanted rack.
Because services and workplaces are standardised,
management is simplified and costs reduced.

This means that you can provision your own users
yourself – giving your business flexibility, scalability and
improved customer responsiveness. They can also be
auto provisioned on a single portal.
EOH IP Telephony in the Cloud is network-agnostic.
The big benefit of this for your business is that, unlike
with other service providers, we give you free on-net
calls across all network service providers.
Voice minutes are charged on a usage-based model.
You can see all your billing online and use the workflow
provided to provision and approve additional features that
you wish to add.
EOH IP Telephony in the Cloud also incorporates the
Cisco Jabber platform. This unifies the entire range of UC
technologies into a single desktop client:
•

Ip telephony (voice)

•

High definition video

•

Instant messaging

•

Voice messaging

•

Conferencing

•

Screen sharing

•

Presence

We also have an extensive range of high-quality IP phones.
For the best voice quality, we recommend using an MPLS
network from EOH Network Solutions.

By bringing the future of
Unified Communications into
your company, EOH IP Telephony
in the Cloud is a powerful way
of making your business more
flexible, agile and responsive
than ever.
We open a world of boundaryless
communications for your
organisation.

EOH Cloud Filr
Enjoy one of the biggest benefits available to
modern businesses – the improved productivity
of different people being able to share files and
collaborate from different places.
An enterprise-grade file sharing solution that allows you
to upload, share and access any type of file completely
securely. Files can be accessed from any device at any
time, including mobile devices. These are synchronised
across devices with full version control and backup.
•

Collaborate and share files at any time from anywhere

•

Enjoy the peace of mind of full backup

•

Full mobility through mobile device access

Enterprise-grade file sharing solution
EOH Cloud Filr allows users to easily and securely share
files across company networks, synchronise files to Mac
or PC, and access them on any mobile device.

Versioning and backup
Cloud Filr ensures that you will always have the latest
version of any document you are working on – it will
notify you whenever a new version is saved. It also has
a backup function so you’ll never have to worry about
losing your work.

Very secure file sharing
Your files and data remain in your secure company file
storage. EOH Cloud Filr simply deploys the software
required to enable file sharing.

Mobile file sharing access
You can access files from any mobile device, anywhere
you are – without having to be online. If you make
changes on one device, the latest version of the file
becomes available on all your other devices.
And because all data is backed up, if you lose a mobile
device, you won’t lose any work.
The vastly improved efficiency and productivity that file
sharing and collaboration offer will turn your business
into a more responsive, productive organisation. It will
be more flexible and agile, able to execute quicker and
respond more effectively to customer demands.

Controlling it all EOH Cloud Manager
Manage everything you deploy in the cloud from
a single interface.
EOH Cloud Manager is a single portal that gives you the
ability to create, provision, monitor and manage all your
different cloud services.
You can use it for everything from provisioning
individual virtual desktops to managing your entire cloud
infrastructure – with constant control over the workflow
process and full cost visibility.
We can give you visibility and control without having to
install expensive management tools and software, vastly
reducing cost.
It’s the control interface of your entire cloud environment
– the foundation on which you can build a more flexible,
boundaryless business by putting the cloud to full use.

EOH Cloud Manager gives you a powerful tool
with which to manage all your cloud-delivered
software services (SaaS).
You’re able to quickly provision new software or new
users, thus improving business productivity. No more
waiting around for software to be installed or for new
licences to be paid. This makes your business more
flexible, able to add resources as you need them.

EOH Cloud Manager is the central interface
where you control all your IP Telephony services.
You can scale your services up and down, add new
devices and capabilities, and manage your entire voice
and PBX environment, all through the cloud. Provisioning
IP telephony services is quick and efficient, with improved
cost visibility and control, and segmented billing to match
your organisational structure.
Of course you can also use EOH Cloud Manager to control
your Cloud Filr services.

Communication and
collaboration have never
been as powerful as
they are with the cloud
– your business can
only benefit.
Whether your business needs powerful,
enterprise-grade software suites without
the cost of purchasing them, or wants
to start taking advantage of the most
advanced IP telephony technology as part
of a unified communications approach,
we have everything you need.
Contact us to improve your business communication and
collaboration abilities:
Telephone: +27 (11) 607 8100
Email: info@eohcloud.co.za

EOH Cloud
EOH Cloud –
More Responsive Than Ever.

EOH Cloud
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